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the big bang theory is an american television sitcom
created by chuck lorre and bill prady both of whom
served as executive producers and head writers on the
series along with steven molaro it aired on cbs from
september 24 2007 to may 16 2019 running for 12 seasons
and 279 episodes a popular sitcom that follows the
lives of two brilliant but socially awkward physicists
and their friends watch episodes see cast and crew read
trivia and find out why it won 10 primetime emmys the
big bang theory explains how the universe began with an
infinitely hot and dense single point that inflated to
form the ever expanding cosmos we see today the big
bang is a physical theory that describes how the
universe expanded from a primordial state of high
density and temperature it was first proposed as a
physical theory in 1931 by roman catholic priest and
physicist georges lemaître when he suggested the
universe emerged from a primeval atom find out who
directed wrote and starred in the popular sitcom the
big bang theory which ran from 2007 to 2019 see the
full list of credits including the creators producers
and guest actors bernadette and wolowitz leave their
kids for the first time penny and leonard try to keep a
secret sheldon and amy stick together and koothrappali
makes a new friend as the gang travels together into an
uncharted future 9 5 10 rate top rated



the big bang theory wikipedia

May 22 2024

the big bang theory is an american television sitcom
created by chuck lorre and bill prady both of whom
served as executive producers and head writers on the
series along with steven molaro it aired on cbs from
september 24 2007 to may 16 2019 running for 12 seasons
and 279 episodes

the big bang theory tv series 2007
2019 imdb

Apr 21 2024

a popular sitcom that follows the lives of two
brilliant but socially awkward physicists and their
friends watch episodes see cast and crew read trivia
and find out why it won 10 primetime emmys

what is the big bang theory space
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the big bang theory explains how the universe began
with an infinitely hot and dense single point that
inflated to form the ever expanding cosmos we see today

big bang wikipedia
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the big bang is a physical theory that describes how
the universe expanded from a primordial state of high
density and temperature it was first proposed as a
physical theory in 1931 by roman catholic priest and
physicist georges lemaître when he suggested the
universe emerged from a primeval atom
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find out who directed wrote and starred in the popular
sitcom the big bang theory which ran from 2007 to 2019
see the full list of credits including the creators
producers and guest actors

the big bang theory tv series 2007
2019 episode list imdb

Dec 17 2023

bernadette and wolowitz leave their kids for the first
time penny and leonard try to keep a secret sheldon and
amy stick together and koothrappali makes a new friend
as the gang travels together into an uncharted future 9
5 10 rate top rated
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